



Coach Trainer and Workshop 
Facilitator for Entrepreneurs  
**About Us**


Matrix-Q Studio is a dynamic and innovative hub designed for purpose-driven solo entrepreneurs 
to embark on transformative journeys. Rooted in ancient wisdom and driven by cutting-edge 
innovation, we leverage Matrix-Q Knowledge (licenses), Tools, Skills, Technology, and 
Methodology. Our studios harness the power of sound, geometry, color, emotions, body 
awareness, and human consciousness, aiming to enhance harmony, regeneration, and balance.


**Our Mission & Vision**


**Vision**: To catalyze personal and societal transformation through the integration of ancient 
wisdom, modern science, and advanced technology, guiding humanity toward a more sustainable 
and harmonious future.


**Mission**: We are committed to empowering individuals and organizations to develop an ethical, 
creative, and entrepreneurial lifestyle, enabling them to unleash their full potential and thrive in the 
digital age through innovative programs, holistic coaching, and AI-driven solutions.


**Our Offerings**


We offer a range of services tailored for personal and business growth:


- **Innovation Lab**: A hub for entrepreneurial experimentation and groundbreaking solutions.

- **Wellness and Yoga Studio**: Provides holistic wellness experiences with sound therapies and 
yoga.

- **Coaching & Training Studio**: Offers personalized coaching and training services for growth.

- **Sound, Frequency & Vibration Studio**: Research and experiences with transformative sound 
technologies.

- **Research & Innovation Studio**: Dedicated to continuous exploration and development of new 
applications.

- **Human Consciousness Studio**: Exploring advanced human performance, emotional 
intelligence, and multidimensional awareness.

- **Conscious Family Studio**: Sexuality education, consent, hormone balance, conscious 
conception and parenting, conscious sexuality, and singles studio 

- **Matrix-Q Fractal Time Studio**: Utilizing Quantum Vision Tools, Predictive Algorithms, and 
Futuristic Insights.
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### Services


- **Wellness, Balance & Well-being**: Holistic programs to enhance mental clarity, emotional 
balance, and overall vitality.

- **Solo Entrepreneurship and Personal Growth**: Comprehensive training programs to ignite your 
entrepreneurial spirit and personal growth.

- **Artificial Intelligence and Human Competencies**: Innovative solutions combining AI-driven 
insights with human expertise.

- **Coaching, Training & Mentorship**: Transformative programs that blend ancient wisdom with 
modern knowledge.

- **Marketing**: Holistic Data Profiling Services to enhance your marketing strategy.

- **Smart Applications & AI**: Training and commercial licenses for Matrix-Q technology.


### Meet Our Founder: Luis Daniel Maldonado Fonken


Luis Daniel Maldonado Fonken is a visionary innovator and the creator of Matrix-Q tools and AI. 
With over 30 years of experience, he integrates ancient wisdom with modern science and 
technology, developing unique coaching methodologies that combine frequencies, emotional 
intelligence, and gamified challenges. Join us to leverage his expertise and unlock your power of 
purpose.


### Join Us


Our global network supports entrepreneurs aligned with their true purpose, equipped to create a 
conscious and sustainable world. We foster collaboration, innovation, and personal growth, 
inspiring positive change on both individual and collective levels.


Begin your transformative journey with us. Visit Matrix-Q Studio today and discover the tools and 
community needed for holistic transformation and conscious living.
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Job Opportunity Overview


 Coach, Trainer and Workshop 
Facilitator for Entrepreneurs  
**Company**: Matrix-Q Studio 

**Location**: Remote (based in the Netherlands) or hybrid for nomads and residents 

**Trial Duration**: 3 months (June-August 2024) Apprenticeship

**Engagement**: 3 hours per day

**Contract**: After apprenticeship completion

**Membership**: No-fees are being charged for the training program


We are seeking passionate and experienced coach trainers and workshop facilitators who are 
ready to learn new methodologies and tools and upgrade their existing knowledge with the 
Matrix-Q Coaching and Training Methodology. This role offers hands-on experience and allows 
candidates to work closely with each other as a collective, community of practice, coaching both 
experienced and young aspiring entrepreneurs, creating collective projects and serving a growing 
international audience of entrepreneurs.


### Key Responsibilities


- **Data Collection and Analysis**: Collect and analyze data about clients to understand their 
needs, preferences, behaviors, and demographics.

- **Profile Development**: Assist in developing detailed client profiles to tailor coaching and 
training efforts.

- **Content Creation**: Collaborate with the team to create engaging and personalized content for 
workshops and training.

- **Market Research**: Conduct research on industry trends and competitor strategies to identify 
growth opportunities.

- **Program Optimization**: Analyze the performance of coaching and training programs and 
suggest improvements based on data and analysis, and deep comprehension of the. Matrix-Q 
Methodology

- **Client Engagement**: Engage with the audience through various channels to build trust and 
authenticity.

- **Reporting**: Prepare regular reports on activities, performance indicators, and insights.

- **Community**: Participate actively in our community of practice, exercising and exploring the 
use and outcome created with our methods, tools, and skills.
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### Training & Development


Coach trainers and facilitators will receive up to 5000 EUR worth of training in:

Matrix-Q Methodology, Tools, Skills, Algorithms, Products, Programs, based on ancient nature 
inspired holistic system and wisdom and the application of Matrix-Q Primordial Knowledge and 
Primordial Mathematics. A holistic data driven system that creates a bridge between ancient 
wisdom and modern science through the geometry and code of nature, sound and human 
consciousness.


- Entrepreneurship

- Marketing

- Technology

- Time Management

- Human Competencies

- Personal Growth

- Coaching

- Mentorship

- Workshop Facilitation

- Content Creation

- Communication


This training is the same high-quality program received by our clients, and participants can learn 
at their own pace. Completed modules earn certifications. In this case, for our apprenticeship 
program, our focus is to train you as a coach-trainer, workshop facilitator, Solopreneur 
bootstrapper, enabling a complete skills set for you to create your own business unit and 
company, joining our brand through our community of practice, and license system for members.


### Solo Entrepreneurship Bootstrapping Focus


Participants will gain critical skills to become successful solo entrepreneurs, as coach-trainers, 
and workshop facilitators, using Matrix-Q Methods, Tools, Skills. Algorithms, Knowledge, & 
Licenses by:


- **Self-Management**: Handling all aspects of the business independently without co-founders or 
partners.

- **Business Activities**: Identifying opportunities, creating products or services, and managing 
the risks involved in starting and running a business.

- **Bootstrapping**: Starting a business with minimal capital and reinvesting early profits to 
gradually expand offerings and the customer journey.

- **Resourcefulness**: Leveraging creative, cost-effective strategies to grow their business while 
utilizing sweat equity and personal networks.

- **Time Management**: Mastering the art of time management, compartmentalizing key roles, 
and processes needed for business development.

- **Multiple Revenue Streams**: Learning strategies to create diverse income sources.
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### Holistic Data-Driven Profiling Services


Participants will be introduced to our three-level Holistic Data-Driven Profiling Services:


1. **Basic (Level 1 - 10 hours)**: Understanding business objectives, target audience, and 
marketing goals with initial consultations and data analysis.

2. **Optimization (Level 2 - 20 hours)**: In-depth analysis, trend identification, and optimization of 
marketing campaigns.

3. **Transformation (Level 3 - 30 hours)**: Strategic guidance to revolutionize marketing 
approaches with personalized, innovative campaigns.


Flexible engagement options are available, including customized smart application data-driven 
licenses and the opportunity to learn AI integration for enhanced data-driven insights.


### Qualifications and Experience


We welcome both experienced coach trainers and aspiring coach trainers with other professional 
backgrounds. Ideal candidates should have:


- Some experience as a coach trainer.

- A readiness to learn new methodologies and tools.

- A willingness to upgrade their existing tools and methods with Matrix-Q coaching and training 
methodology (Matrix-Q Primordial Mathematics).

- Strong communication and interpersonal skills.

- A passion for entrepreneurship and personal growth.

- An open and innovative mindset.

- Readiness to learn new methods and technology used for communication and marketing

- Aspiration to utilize holistic systems and gamification

- A passion for nature inspired knowledge

- Curiosity and interest in ancient civilizations wisdom 


### Work Conditions


- **Flexible Scheduling**: Participants can integrate a second job, studies, or summer vacation.

- **Work Arrangement**: Remote or hybrid (if residing in the Netherlands or for nomads).

- **Possible Extensions**: Suitable candidates can extend the apprenticeship or join our 
community after completion, and receive assignments for projects, influencer campaigns, product 
launches, innovation, and content creation.
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### Compensation & Rewards


- **Vouchers**: Compensation ranging from 500€ to 5000€, depending on the level of engagement 
and results, in the form of vouchers for further memberships or programs, or even to join our 
ecosystem as entrepreneurs.

- **Bonuses**: 10% to 50% in referrals, sales, shared pool bonuses, goal bonuses, and 
commissions.

- **Creativity Royalty**: Additional financial incentives based on creative contributions, campaigns, 
content creation.

- **Personal Brand Development**: Creation of social media content to impulse your personal 
brand in our ecosystem and market.

- **Certifications & Licenses**: Completion of certain training modules can yield certificates and 
licenses worth up to 5000€.

- **Paid Opportunities**: Opportunity to be paid for time and project work. Qualified candidates 
aim to 2500€ to 12000 € revenue per month or season (3 months) and monetary compensation 
(time) from 45€ to 997€ per unit of service provided. 


### Certifications


Upon completion of the 3-month apprenticeship, participants will receive certifications for 
completed modules and qualify for future projects.


### How to Apply


1. **Send a Message**: Contact us via WhatsApp at 0031626673380 to schedule a 10-minute 
individual interview.

2. **Attend a Webinar**: Join a scheduled webinar for detailed information.

3. **Recruitment & Training**: Personally managed by Luis Daniel Maldonado, founder of the 
Matrix-Q Studio and Researcher, Innovator Matrix-Q Research Institute


### Warning Notice


**No third party has been contracted to manage or monitor the recruiting program. Candidates 
should refrain from asking for, receiving, or sharing information from third parties. Protect your 
privacy and your chance to be enrolled.**


### Join Us


If you are ready to enhance your coaching skills and become a certified coach trainer for 
entrepreneurs, leaders, and startups, apply now to be part of our transformative summer 
apprenticeship program!
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